AMENDMENT TO THE AMENDMENT IN THE NATURE
OF A SUBSTITUTE TO THE COMMITTEE PRINT
OFFERED BY MR. LUCAS

Page 11, line 4, strike “ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
RENEWABLE” and replace with “CLEAN”.

Page 11, beginning on line 8, strike “Office of En-
ergy Efficiency and Renewable Energy”.

Page 12, after line 2, insert the following (and re-
designate subsequent subsections accordingly):

(E) fossil energy technologies as authorized
in sections 961, 962, 963, 969A, 969B, and
969D of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (42
U.S.C. 19291, 16292, 16293, 16298a, 16298b,
and 16298d);

(F) nuclear energy technologies as author-
ized in section 2001 of the Energy Act of 2020
(Public Law 116-260) and sections 952, 953,
959A, and 959B of the Energy Policy Act of
2005 (42 U.S.C. 16272, 16273, 16279a, and
16279b);

(G) hydrogen technologies;